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When a few tens of harged partiles are trapped in a spherial eletrostati potential at low
temperature they form onentri shells resembling atoms. These artiial atoms an be easily
ontrolled by varying the onnement strength. We analyze suh systems for the ase that the
partiles are bosons and nd superuid behavior whih even persists in the solid state. This novel
state of matter is a mesosopi supersolid.
Superuidity  the loss of frition due to quantum o-
herene is well established for bosoni systems in the
uid state. At the same time, experimental observa-
tions of superuidity in solid helium, i.e. of a supersolid
[1, 2℄, ontinue to be ontroversially disussed, for a re-
ent overview see [3℄. Vanishing of superuid behavior in
slowly annealed helium [4℄ and restrition of superuid-
ity to boundaries of rystal grains [5℄ raise the question
whether at all and if, in what form, superuidity and
solid behavior an oexist. Already the rst theoreti-
al preditions [6, 7, 8℄ of a supersolid suggested that
this phenomenon may our only in imperfet rystals.
In partiular, Andreev and Lifshitz [7℄ argued that lat-
tie defets (e.g. vaanies or interstitials) are required
whih may undergo Bose ondensation and be respon-
sible for the superuidity. However, reent simulations
showed that in
4
He rystal vaanies tend to phase sepa-
rate instead of forming a supersolid [9℄. Some new insight
has been obtained by studying small lusters of para-
hydrogen [10, 11℄ whih show a substantial amount of
superuidity although the relation of this result to a solid
remains unlear. Yet the nature of the supersolid in gen-
eral and the one in helium in partiular remains puzzling
[3℄.
It is, therefore, of high interest to analyze superuidity
and supersolid behavior in systems whih are more easily
ontrolled than solid helium or para-hydrogen. Examples
of model studies inlude marosopi systems of hard-
ore bosons on a triangular lattie [12℄ and dipole inter-
ating bosons in optial latties [13℄. Here, we hoose
a ontinuous model: a nite number (N = 7 . . . 44)
of harged bosons in a spherial paraboli trap in two
dimensions (2D) whih are known to form rystal-like
states onsisting of onentri shells [14℄. The advantage
of this system is that both, lassial and quantum melt-
ing are easily externally ontrolled and rystal symmetry
and disorder an be studied in full detail by varying the
partile number. We present extensive ab initio path
integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) simulations whih do not
ontain any approximation with respet to the intera-
tion, quantum and spin eets.
Based on our simulations, we report a new state of mat-
ter  a radially ordered mesosopi rystal whih is par-
tially superuid and will be alled mesosopi Coulomb
supersolid. The rystallization transition is obtained us-
ing a novel riterion whih is appliable to mesosopi
systems [15℄. Aording to this denition of the liquid
and solid phases, in mesosopi solids superuid fra-
tion an reah up to γs = 3−4% for lusters 25 ≤ N ≤ 44
(for N ≤ 24, γs an be even larger). Resolving the full
superuid density in radial diretion, ρs(r), we nd that
it hanges nonmonotonially with the luster size. In the
lusters with the ongurations (1, 6, . . .) and (3, 9, . . .) of
the inner shells we estimate γs ≈ 3% and the superuid
density, ρs(r), is onentrated at the luster boundaries,
i.e the outermost shells. This is a onsequene of the
almost hexagonal symmetry of the inner part. The on-
entration of ρs(r) at the boundary beomes more pro-
nouned for larger lusters. Interestingly, for a variety
of partile numbers the dominant fration of the super-
uid density is onentrated in the luster ore. These
are lusters having a struture deviating from hexagonal
symmetry (i.e. ontain defets), whih supports theories
prediting the existene of the supersolid phenomenon
only for imperfet rystals [6, 8℄.
Model and simulation idea. We onsider a two-
dimensional system of N idential harged bosons in a
harmoni spherial trap with frequeny ω desribed by
the Hamiltonian
Hˆ = −
N∑
i=1
~
2∇2i
2m
+
N∑
i=1
mω2r2i
2
+
1
2
∑
i6=j
e2
|ri − rj |
. (1)
The thermodynami equilibrium state of the Coulomb
system (1) is obtained exatly by using PIMC simula-
tions (see e.g. [14, 18℄). Eah quantum partile is rep-
resented by a number of images on M dierent time
slies, and the bosoni spin statistis is fully taken into
aount by proper symmetrization of the N -partile den-
sity matrix. To ahieve onvergent PIMC results for
the radially resolved superuid density we typially used
M = 200 . . .500 and 9 · 106 Monte Carlo steps.
The thermodynami state is haraterized by three pa-
2rameters: the partile number N , temperature and the
dimensionless oupling parameter, λ = e2/(l0~ω) (with
the osillator length l2
0
= ~/mω), whih is the ratio of the
Coulomb interation to the trap energy sale. Reduing
the trap frequeny leads to lower density and inreased
oupling. In the limit λ → ∞ the system approahes a
purely lassial rystal of point like partiles. The sim-
ulation results presented below orrespond, pratially,
to the ground state, we use kBT/E0 = 1/2000, where
E0 is the average Coulomb interation energy given by
E0 = mω
2r2
0
= e2/r0, where r0 denotes the ground state
distane for the ase of two partiles.
Let us summarize the behavior of the system (1). At
low density the partiles are well loalized and arranged
in onentri shells, see insets of Fig. 1, whih are ob-
served in the solid state but also deep into the liquid
regime. As for the ase of fermions [14℄, shell-strutured
2D systems undergo two-stage melting, and two types
of order an exist: orientational and radial order (RO).
Upon density (or temperature) inrease the rst transi-
tion ours - orientational melting (OM), i.e. the par-
tiles are still loalized on shells, but the shells are no
more rigidly loked and an rotate relative to eah other.
The seond transition - radial melting (RM) or intershell
diusion happens at muh higher densities and tempera-
tures. In our ase the Coulomb rystal melts into a Bose
liquid. The phase diagram is very similar to the one
of mesosopi fermions [14℄ with two dierenes. First,
the melting point is shifted to lower densities, beause
Bose statistis enhane partile deloalization in quan-
tum solids and, seond, the RO phase, an be partially
superuid.
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FIG. 1: Variane of the mean relative inter-partile distane
utuations σur versus ur, Eq. (3), during the quantum melt-
ing transition from a mesosopi solid (left of peak) to a liquid
(right) for N = 19 . . . 34 partiles. The solid blak line is a
paraboli t through all data points. The peak position is uni-
versal at urit
r
≈ 0.25 as indiated by the vertial dotted line,
exept for N = 19, 29 where urit
r
≈ 0.22. Insets show typial
ongurations for 19 partiles at ur = 0.15 and ur = 0.3.
Detetion of rystallization. While there exists a
variety of methods and quantities whih allow to deter-
mine the melting point (strutural transition) in maro-
sopi systems this is a non-trivial task in a mesosopi
system. Mainly, the diulties ome from the denition
of the term phase for a system ontaining several tens
of partiles and existene of many metastable states, into
whih the system an eventually jump from the ground
state. Hene, for mesosopi systems we annot dene a
melting point but a region of rossover where the proba-
bility to nd the system in one of the metastable states
and intermediate transition state beome omparable.
Our analysis revealed, that the most reliable and on-
sistent quantity to detet the melting point is the vari-
ane of the blok averaged relative inter-partile distane
utuations V IDF dened as
σur =
1
K
K∑
s=1
√
〈u2r(s)〉 − 〈ur(s)
2〉. (2)
where we used the relative interpartile distane utua-
tions
ur(s) =
2
N(N − 1)
N∑
i>j
√
〈r2ij〉s
〈rij〉2s
− 1, (3)
whih are averaged over sub-interval s of lenght M of
the whole simulation (the full length is L = M ·K) and
rij = |ri−rj |. Interestingly, the utuations σur inrease
non-monotonially in the transition region, having a sin-
gle maximum. We will use this maximum value of σur
as an empirial riterion for separation of the liquid and
solid phases, a detailed analysis of this quantity is given
in [15℄.
Our results for σur for partile numbers N = 19 . . .34
are shown in Fig. 1 and learly show this maximum
behavior. At the maximum we observe a ritial value
uritr ≈ 0.25, for most of the lusters, whih is surpris-
ingly lose to the value 0.249 following from harmoni
lattie theory [20℄ for a marosopi 3D rystal of harged
bosons. Only for N = 19, 29 the ritial value is slightly
lower, uritr ≈ 0.22. These results will allow us to reli-
ably analyze the behavior of the superuid fration in
the rossover region and the existene of a mesosopi
supersolid.
Superuid density in the liquid and solid state.
Within the two-uid model the total density is deom-
posed into a normal and a superuid omponent, ρ =
ρ
n
+ ρ
s
with the normalization
∫
ρ(r)d2r = N . Usu-
ally, one denes the normal omponent from response
of a system to the motion of its boundary. The super-
uid fration γ
s
an be experimentally measured, e.g.
Refs. [1, 2, 4, 5℄, or obtained from a numerial experi-
ment [17℄ by measuring the missing moment of inertia
(MMI) related to the fration of non-rotating partiles
γ
s
=
ρ
s
ρ
=
Il − I
Il
=
4m2k
B
T 〈A2〉
~2Il
. (4)
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FIG. 2: Total superuid fration γ
s
versus oupling parameter
λ for N = 19. Radial melting (labeled RM) ours around
λ ≈ 28 and orientational melting around λ ≈ 50. To analyze
the systemati error of the omputation of γ
s
also results for
the ase of boltzmannons are shown.
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FIG. 3: Total superuid fration γ
s
versus mean relative inter-
partile distane utuations ur for N = 19 . . . 34 partiles
(dashed lines are for N = 19, 20, 34 and satter points else-
wise). The solid blak line is the t, Eq. (5), showing the
general trend for the liquid regime inluding partially solid
ongurations. The inset shows the ritial superuid fra-
tion at the radial freezing point versus luster size.
Here we onsider that the whole system is set into ro-
tation around an axis perpendiular to the 2D plane, in
our ase, passing through the origin of the trapping po-
tential. Deviation of the quantum, I, from the lassial,
Il =
∫
ρ(r)mr2 d2r, moment of inertia is related to the
average value of the square of the total area enlosed by
all partile paths in the 2D plane. The instantaneous val-
ues A2 for the thermodynamial averaging 〈. . .〉 are taken
from our numerial simulations of the Bose lusters.
The results for γ
s
for the luster N = 19 are shown
in Fig. 2. In the liquid state (λ = 20), γ
s
≈ 35%,
it dereases exponentially with inreasing values of the
Coulomb oupling parameter λ. At the melting point
(RM) (dened from Fig. 1) γ
s
≈ 7%, deaying rapidly
with further inrease of λ. To test the reliability of the
results for γ
s
we also performed alulations for distin-
guishable quantum partiles (no exhange), f. the data
labeled boltzmannons in Fig. 2. For this system, in
the thermodynami limit (N → ∞) the r.h.s of Eq. (4)
asymptotially goes to zero and γs → 0. This is not the
ase for the simulations with nite N , and, formally, we
obtain, γ
s
≈ 0.1 . . . 1%. For boltzmannons, however,
this values, rapidly derease with N . The obtained γ
s
an be regarded as a noise level in our omputer experi-
ment ausing a slight overestimate of the true superuid
fration.
Systemati deviations from the boltzmannon urve in
Fig. 2, onrm that we indeed observe nite superuidity
in the radially ordered (RO) solid phase, 28 . λ . 45.
For λ & 45 the superuid fration deays to the noise
level of boltzmannons. Therefore, superuidity is ir-
relevant for the orientational melting boundary (OM)
whih is around λ = 50, and the orientational melting is
indued by zero-point utuations alone, as in the ase
of fermions [14℄. The position of this phase boundary is
not inuened by quantum statistis. The same trend as
shown in Fig. 2 is observed for dierent partile numbers.
As a result we an onlude that the fully ordered, i.e ra-
dially and orientationally, mesosopi rystal annot be
superuid. This is in agreement with the simulations of
marosopi
4
He solids, e.g. [9℄, showing that superu-
idity annot exist in a perfet solid. The peuliarity of
the present mesosopi system is that it has an additional
partially (only radially) ordered phase whih an support
superuidity.
In Fig. 3 we summarize the results for the superuid
fration for all partile numbers in the range from 19
to 34. To verify whether there is a universal behavior
around the RM transition we now plot γ
s
as a fun-
tion of the distane utuations ur , using our result [f.
Fig. 1℄ that uritr is pratially independent of N . Indeed,
for the present ase of quantum melting, a very general
trend is observed and, for ur ≥ 0.15, γs is well approxi-
mated by an exponential
γ
s
(ur) = γ
rit
s
exp{ǫ(ur − u
rit
r )}, (5)
with the exponent given by ǫ = 10.68±0.22 and the rit-
ial superuid fration at the melting point, γrit
s
≈ 7.%.
A more rened analysis yields a weak dependene on
the partile number shown in the inset of Fig. 3 whih,
for N ≥ 12, is given by γrit
s
(N) = c − mN , where
c = 0.090 ± 0.005 and m = (8.0 ± 1.7) · 10−4. This
trend indiates that the superuid fration in the solid
vanishes for luster sizes around N = 100. For lusters
with ommensurable number of partiles on neighboring
shells, i.e. N = 8, 12, 19, 29, we nd a slightly redued
value of the total superuid fration, f. the points in the
inset of Fig. 3.
Radially resolved superuidity.
Sine our mesosopi lusters are strongly inhomoge-
neous it is tempting to analyze how superuidity is dis-
tributed over the luster area and what is the inuene
of the luster symmetry.
4There exist dierent ways to introdue a loal super-
uid density ρ
s
(r), e.g. [11, 16℄. We have found that the
normalization [16℄∫
ρ
s
(r)mr2 d2r = Ilγ
s
= Il − I, (6)
is better suited for inhomogeneous quantum liquids, as it
diretly haraterizes the spatial distribution of the MMI
and avoids inonsistenies. The loal generalization of ρ
s
,
Eq. (4), beomes
ρ
s
(r) =
4m2k
B
T 〈AA(r)〉
~2mr2
, (7)
where A(r) is the loal ontribution to the full projeted
area A from all path segments ontained in the dieren-
tial volume d
2r around point r.
Let us rst analyze the radial (angle averaged) distri-
bution of the total density ρ(r). In Fig. 4 we show typial
results for N = 19 and 21 partiles in the liquid (λ = 20)
and RO (λ = 28, 38) state. In both liquid and solid states
we observe radial modulations of the total density with
pronouned deep minima between the shells. The depth
of minima inreases with λ, but for Coulomb lusters it
hanges gradually upon radial freezing in the RO state.
First, we observe that in the liquid state the super-
uid density, ρ
s
(r), and the mass density are equally dis-
tributed among the shells, f. the solid lines for λ = 20
in Fig. 4. This eet is observed for all luster sizes N in-
dependently of the number of shells and their symmetry.
However, as soon as radial freezing sets in, the spatial
distribution of ρ
s
hanges dramatially: it is found to be
strongly onentrated in dierent parts of the luster, in
partiular on the outer shell (N = 19) or on the inner
shell (N = 21), f. dashed lines in Fig. 4. This behavior
emerges only in the solid phase and, therefore, must be a
onsequene of the luster symmetry in the ground state,
f. insets in Fig. 4.
Let us analyze the origin of this interesting eet. The
superuid omponent whih is responsible for the miss-
ing moment of inertia is related to quantum oherene
of partiles whih requires overlap of their wave fun-
tions. In the liquid phase there is substantial overlap of
partiles from the same and from dierent shells. Be-
sides, there are frequent transitions of partiles from one
shell to another. Consequently, the superuid ompo-
nent an almost freely leak from one shell to another
whih maintains an almost equal peak level of ρ
s
(r), f.
full lines in Fig. 4. On the other hand, in the RO solid
phase, partile transitions are strongly suppressed and
partile exhanges are rare.
Consider, for example, the luster N = 19. There, in
the RO rystal phase, pratially the whole superuid
density is onentrated in the outer shell, f. Fig. 4.
This is what one would expet from the results for para-
hydrogen lusters [11℄ or helium grains [5℄: partiles at
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FIG. 4: Radial distribution of the total density ρ(r) (lines)
and the superuid density ρ
s
(r) (lled urves) for the magi
luster N = 19 and the non-magi N = 21. Both systems are
in the liquid phase at λ = 20, whereas λ = 28 (N = 19) and
λ = 38 (N = 21) orrespond to solid-like ongurations lose
to the freezing transition. Insets show ground state ongu-
rations of both lusters.
the luster boundary are less aeted by the rystalline
order than partiles in the bulk and are, thus, the pri-
mary andidates for superuidity. Obviously, this argu-
ment holds independently of the partile number: su-
peruidity is expeted reside in the boundary for lus-
ters whih symmetry is lose to perfet hexagonal order
(whih is the symmetry of a marosopi 2D Coloumb
rystal). The lusters with high degree of the hexagonal
symmetry are alled magi, and N = 19 is one exam-
ple. The shell populations are ommensurate (6 partiles
on the inner and 12 partiles on the outer shell), and the
whole luster an be viewed as a small piee of rystal
ut out of a marosopi 2D lattie. As a marosopi
rystal, therefore, for the magi lusters we expet negli-
gible superuidity, exept for their boundary layer. This,
however, desribes an idealized situation. For the small
lusters onsidered here, ontaining only 2− 4 shells, the
superuidity from the boundary layer penetrates into ad-
jaent shells, and they also aquire a nite superuid den-
sity, f. Fig. 5. However, for the magi lusters, e.g.
N = 19, 29, 34, the superuidity on the 2-nd shells, f.
Fig. 5, is signiantly suppressed ompared to the non-
5magi lusters.
In the RO (orientationally disordered) state the deni-
tion non-magi luster gets a new meaning. Deviations
from magi behavior aris not only from inommensu-
rate shell population but also from a high degree of the
orientational disorder of shells. In Fig. 5 we show the N -
dependene of the P6  the probability to nd partiles
with 6-neighbors on the two inner shells. The identia-
tion of the nearest neighbors was done by performing a
Voronoi analysis on every 10-th Monte Carlo step and av-
eraging over time slies of partile trajetories. In las-
sial magi lusters one nds P6 lose to one. For quan-
tum lusters, due to quantum-mehanial deloalization
of partiles, P6 is redued to values osillating around 0.5.
As an example, the luster N = 30, has ommensurate
shell populations (5, 10, 15) but in the RO state it has a
value, P6 ≈ 0.47, due to the intershell rotation. To be
magi the luster should have ommensurate shells and
be more stable against the shell rotation. For magi
N = 35, P6 ≈ 0.60.
For non-magi lusters, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5,
superuidity is onentrated in the luster ore. To per-
form a quantitative omparison of the relative amount of
superuid density ontained within the shells of magi
and non-magi lusters and analyze the N -dependene,
we split the integration in Eq. (6) into non-overlapping
shell ontributions,
γ
s
Il =
∑
ν
γ
sνI
l
ν , I
l
ν = 2π
∫ rν
rν−1
ρ(r)mr2 rdr, (8)
where rν−1 and rν are two adjaent minima of ρ(r) and
γ
sν =
2π
Ilν
∫ rν
rν−1
ρ
s
(r)mr2 rdr. (9)
The results for N = 19 . . . 44 are shown in Fig. 5 and on-
rm the above analysis: while, in the liquid phase, the su-
peruid frations on dierent shells are very lose to eah
other, in the RO solid state, the shells ontribute very dif-
ferently. For lusters with shell oupations (1, 6, 12) and
(3, 9, 14) we found the highest values of the P6-parameter
whih proves that they have the highest stabity against
intershell rotation. As a result the superuid fration in
the ore region (inner shell) is redued. This behavior
is observed for lusters, N = 19, 26 − 29, 33 − 37 and
43, 44. In ontrast, pronouned onentration of super-
uidity in the luster ore is observed for N = 21 − 23
and N = 30 − 32, N = 39 − 42. Again, we observe
a lose orrelation with the luster symmetry given by
relatively low values of P6. Thus, these are the lusters
where mesosopi supersolid behavior is most strongly
visible.
Also we an see the general trend that with the inrease
ofN , the dierene between γ
sν on the 1-st, 2-nd and 3-rd
(outermost) shell is redued. Starting from N = 43, 44,
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FIG. 5: Superuid fration γ
sν , Eq. (9), of shell ν vs. partile
number in the solid state (λ = 28) ompared to the hexagonal
symmetry paramter P6 (red rhombs). Starting from N = 31
a new shell is formed at the enter (not shown and ounted
as 0-shell).
the superuid fration at the boundary systematially
exeeds that of the inner part.
The physial mehanism of the present mesosopi
Coulomb supersolid is very dierent from the one pro-
posed by Andreev and Lifshitz [7℄ and is not related to the
Bose ondensation of defets. The soure for the super-
solid behavior is the partially ordered (RO) phase, whih
is observed in mesosopi systems in spherial traps. This
RO phase, however, vanishes with the inrease of the par-
tile number N due to emergene of hexagonal symmetry
ausing a systemati redution of the superuid fration
on the inner shells.
A partiular attrative feature of the present system is
that supersolid behavior an be externally ontrolled. By
varying the onnement strength the system state an be
reversibly hanged from partially superuid (λ < 28) to
supersolid (λ & 28). Moreover, with a proper hoie of
the partile number the superuid an be direted in a
ontrolled way either to the inner or outer region of the
system. Candidates for an experimental observation of
mesosopi supersolid behavior ould be bosoni ions in
traps or bipolarons in quantum dots.
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